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Postal History By Wire 
By Harry Snarvold, GOteborg, Sweden 

Chairman, Norwegian Postal History Society 

Mail and telegraph have one objective in common-to convey messages. · 
One essential differ·ence ·is that the postal service has been able to make use 
of all of our means of communication, while the telegraph service has had to 
rely exclusively on its own wires-at least until the advent of telephone and 
radio. -

A common task, in other words, but under different conditions and pers
pectives of t ime. There are countries-France first comes to mind-where 
this community of tasks has led to a joint organization, the "PTT" as it is 
called, " Postes, Teleg1:aphes et Telephones." 

.But even where no such direct connection existed, there have been links, 
although they have largely escaped notice in historical accounts of the field. 
The Sca ndinavian countries ar e among those wher e increasing research in 
p·ostal h istory has ·Jed "to elucidation of these relationships. What follows is 
a summary of what was originally presented by the writer in the newly 
formed ~orwegian Postal History Society in Oslo a nd published in Norwegian 
philatelic journals. 

In 1854, the parliament of Norway (the Storting) unanimously decided 

Fig. 1. Poles in pl ace, and wire being strung _(From History of Telegraph 

, - Administration 1855-:1.955) 
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to establish an "electromagnetic telegraph system." On January 1, 1855, 
the first section of this system was put into operation-on the very day the 
first Norwegian postage stamp was issued. 

This first telegraph line was strung between Christiania, as the capital 
was then called, and the city of Drammen, almost due west. At the same 
time, the line eastward from Christiania to the Swedish frontier was being 
built, and it took only to June 11 the same year to complete it. 

On .the next day, June 12, King Oscar I of Norway (and Sweden) inaug
urated the line from the frontier at Frederikshald (now Halden) to Giiteborg, 
Sweden. This established the first telegraphic link between Norway and the 
European continent. 

In the years that followed , an energetic and rapid expansion of the sys
tem took place across the country. By November 1, 1870, the electric tele
graph had been extended northward to ·places as distant as Alta, Hammerfest, 
1Vads¢, and finally, Yard¢. The main lines throughout the country were thus 
established. 

From the start, the telegraph stations employed messengers who delivered 
telegrams to the addresses against receipt. These receipts were sent to the 
office of the Director of Telegraphs and used to check the payments of tele
graph fees. 
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Fig. 2. Map of Telegraphs in the Realm of Norway, 1863. There were four dif 
ferent kinds of stations foreseen at that time: 'day-and - night service, full day 
serv ice, limited day service, and those open only January- March. No wire con -

nections had yet reached furthe r north than Trondhjem. 
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On the line Christiania-Drammen the fee for a telegram of 25 words or 
less was fixed at 6 Skilling in 1855-with an additional fee of 4 Skilling for 
delivery 'within the city." It is important to note that the Delivery fee was 
paid by the sender in addition to the telegram fee. 

New rates came into force in June, 1855, with a zone system as used else
where in Europe at the time. The rates were calculated not only by number 
of words, but also by distance. Later, however, uniform rates were intro
duced for 25 words, with additions for longer messages. 

No official information is available about th e mails being in the picture 
in the delivery of telegrams. An inquiry to the Administration of Telecom
munications in Oslo about this has been wi t hout avail. Yet, it has been pos
sible to document that such was the case from quite early on. Such docu
ments are very scant, but they prove conclusively a connection between tele
graphic and postal services. 

The telegram shown in fig. 3 was handed in at Bergen in 1862 at 9:36 
a.m. It was received at Trondhjem at 9:44 a.m. on April 1, probably the 
same day. In these brief eight minutes the telegram was sent in the dots and 
dashes of the Morse code along the line Bergen-Laerdal-Gjjilvik-Lillehammer
Dovre-Trondhjem, which was opened in November 1859. 

The telegram was addressed to a Mr. Ellingsen at Vesteraalen, while the 
telegraph office at Tronhjem then handed the message, in a printed official 
envelope addressed to Mr. Ellingsen, to its messenger on April 1 at 11 :41 a.ni. 
He in turn brought it to the post office- and franked it with a 4 Skilling post
age stamp of the Oscar I issue. 

..----· ···--------'-···--··--··· ~--· . .._...._ 
. . ·-·-----

Fig. 3. Telegram .sent from Bergen and received at T rondhjem April 1, 1862. 
This was mailed, franked with 4 · Skilling Oscar I stamp, and sent northward by 
milil s teamrr · "Nor~fc;p;•· postrnnrked..- Nnrrll ~ncr · P, c hn11g e office April 3, 1862. 
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F ig. 4. "Telegraph Dispatch" from " Royal Elect r ic Telegraph Office in Chris
tiania." Mailed from Christ iania , franked wit h 4 S ki llin g Oscar I sta mp , can 

celled with circular numeral (52), ca nce l and side markin g " 30 . 7 .1857.'' 

F ig . 5. Telegraph- Jet te r handed in at Stat e Teleg raph Office in Nam sos _June 1_51 

1863, addressed to "TRO MSO." Forwarded by ma il from Namsos J u ne 22, 1865, 
with transit postmark from "N ordla nd" exchan ge off ice t he same day. 
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The envelope with its enclosed message was cancelled by the post -0ffice 
the following day, April 2, 1862, and brought to the ship mails, in this case 
the mail steamer "Nordcap," to be carried further north . The postal ma rk
ing "Nordland 3.4.1862" refers t o the Nordland post office, at the time one 
of three "exchange post offices" in Norway. When Ellingsen received his 
telegram is not shown. Possibly the time can be calculat ed by consulting 
the time table of the steamer, if that is c.onsidered of interest. 

This telegram, forwarded to its ultimate destination by mail , is not the 
only one known, nor is it the oldest. A fellow collector has sent me, for my 
information, a similar document from "The office of the Royal Telegrap'1 in 
Christiania" in July of 1857. 

This telegram (Fig. 4) was addr essed to Hammerfest in the exLreme 
north- the sender probably from abroad, because of the written name of the 
addressee, A. Aagaard & Sijhne. At this time the lines n orthward had not 
been even discussed, and the only way was to bring this to the post -0.ffice
at 9: 30 a.m. on July 29, 1857. The letter or , to quote the printed marking 
on the envelope, "Telegraph Dispa tch," was again franked with a 4 Skilling 
Oscar-type stamp, and cancelled July 30, 1857. 

The next document (Fig. 5) is a telegram cancelled at Namsos June 22, 
1865, and sent on from the post office the same day, acoor ding to the regula
tions about cancellation at the departure of the mails. Likewise, the mark
ing by the "Nordland" post office was struck the same day. 

This telegram carries an interesting notation, "Deliver ed to the messenger 

Fig. 6. Telegram-letter franked with 7 Skillin g postho rn stam p, cance lled " Ber
gen 19 . 6 . 1875" and with postal marking " Ullen s vang 1875" and insert ed man u
script date "2/ 6." Handed to messenger (at Bergen) " 18 . 6.1 875, 2. 4-0 p.m.," 

apparently incorrectly dated "18 . 5." 
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June 15, 1865," which shows that the sender of the telegram addressed to 
Tromsjij thought he could catch the ship departing from Namsos on June 15 
This was not the case-meaning that the telegram had to be left lying around 
for a whole week, waiting for the next ship departure on June 22. 

The city of Tromsjij, the destination of the telegram, did not receive its 
telegraph line linking it with the south until August 1869, more than four 
years later. Like the two earlier ones, this telegram-letter is franked with a 
4 Skilling stamp, this time of the Arms type of 1863-but it also has a red 
manuscript annotation "9" or "1" beside an " NB" (nota bene), likewise hand
written. (Not visible on the photocopy.) 

Fig. 7. Telegram sent from Groto 17 January 1884, to Kjeaa and Bodo, mailed 
from there with pair of sans-serif 10 ore posthorn stamps and sent on to Kjer

r ingo. Seal of Telegraph Administration on reverse. 
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I take it that this represents a registry number-since the postal law 
· decreed that the number of each registered letter should be written in the up
per left-hand corner on the address side, and "NB" was the customary way of 
indicating registration of letter in those days. 

The 4 Skilling franking of these telegram-letters cor responds to the 
single letter rate at that time. In addition, the t elegraph office also had to 
pay the registry fee to the postmaster. As for the 4 Skilling rate for regular 
postage, it had already been collected from the sender as a "delivery fec"
the circumstances of the registry fee are more uncertain. 

Telegr am-letter ar e known also from the l 870s and 1880s. The Postal 
Museum in Oslo has a telegram (Fig. 6) franked with a 7 Skilling , posthorn 
type, cancelled in Bergen in 1875 and sent. to Rosendal in Hordaland. It car
ries two registry markings: a manuscript "NB," and a boxed " Recomman
deret" with what seems a r egistry number, in manuscript, above the box. 

In contrast to the earlier telegrams, this one is franked with the full rate 
of 7 Skilling (single-letter rate reduced t o 3 Skilling in 1872, plus r egistry 
fee Qf 4 Skilling) . According t o the postal law of May 3, 1871 , the registry 
fee was thereafter to go to the postal services and be paid with stamps- not, 
as before, paid to the postmaster himself in cash. 

From 1884, there is a telegram (Fig. 7) known from Grjiltjil on January 17. 
Gr12ltiil was then an impertant harbor at the mouth of the channel leading out 
into Vestfjord. This is where vessels called before setting out into the dan
gerous but important waters of the fjord. During fishing seasons it was 
also a natural emergency r efuge in bad weather. This is also shown by the 
telegram, which laconically advises the sender's home port of Kjerringjil: 
" Forced to seek refuge Grjiltjil du e storm snow fog. Greetings. Amundsen." 

} 

,_,"':11.' ~< _f 
,,, " ./ l .~-..,.~_} 

_; 4., ., ~:- ' .~g·. ,,_,__ ··'''"l: 
. tatste1HgraJ .. j;< ·g;;;x 

i..:! 
~ .. -~::{:_:::::::::, .. 

I .g. 8. Teleci ra m letter addressed to Mr and Mrs Saxegaard , newlyweds, fra nked 
with 10 ore post hor n stamp a nd c::in ce lled "Aalesund 17' VI I 96." 
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This telegram first had to go north to Kjeaa-which was a ·point of con
nection for the Troms!ll line-in order then to be sent on by the main line 
southwards to Bod¢. At Bod!ll the telegram was brought to the post office 
the same day (see postal marking). and then it was sent north again by ship 

Fig. 9. Unfranked telegram from 1903, with a 20 -ore postage-due stamp from 
'1899, cancelled Ytre Arne, 
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to Kjerrings>l. The manuscript marking "pr. Post med Namsos-Bods>l" means 
by steamer "Namsos" of Bods>l, her home port. 

This telegram was also "Recommanderet" with additional registry fee 
of 10 i;lre (postal law of January 1, 1877). The letter was franked with a 
pair of 10 i;lre posthorn stamps, cancelled "Bodjil 17.1.84." 

Another deta il worth noting is that the telegram is closed on the reverse 
with an official coat-of-arms seal reading "Statstelegrafens Expedition." This 
kind of seal was introduced in Norway in 1878, patterned on the German sys
t em. 

This t elegram (fig. 8) was sent from Stavanger to Aalesund on July 17, 

Soclete A11on1!!1~ In 
OE 

fEtEGHAPHlE :::::::· .· "'~'''''tL ..... 

Fi.g. 10 . . Radio - Letter telegram from S. S . Bergensfjord to Kaptein . Nordstrom , 
Kar lstad, Sweden , cancelled "Bergen 22 . V . 18." 
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1896, franked with a 10 liSre posthorn stamp with serifed letters (Antiqua), 
and forwarded by mail to "Bridal couple" Saxegaard, at the vicarage of 
Stranden near Aalesund. 

Telephones were introduced in Norway in 1880-but it took time to build 
the network, and it was only in the latter half of the 1890s that the process 
was speeded up. The vicarage of Stranden had no phone yet- and again the 
telegraph office had to rely on the mails for final delivery. 

Even an unfranked telegram (fig. 9) is documented, which was sent from 
Bergen .probably the year 1903-the date a little indistinct in the cancel-to 
the bank teller Rongvig in Ytre Arne, the administrative district of S. Berg
enshus. 

Double rate, 20 ¢re , has been noted on the face of the telegram envelope 
and the receiver had to pay this fee, represented by a 20-¢re postage-due stamp 
from 1899, and cancelled at Ytre Arne. There is also a rectangular seal of 
the Norwegian State Telegraph. 

I conclude by describing a very interesting telegram from the 1900s, (fig. 
10), franked with 20 plus 10 0re from the posthorn issue of 1909-19. This 
telegram is a Radio-Letter from a ship, more exactly from the S. S. Hellig 
Olav via S.S. Bergensfjord, on the National day of May 17, 1918, to Kaptein 
Nordstr¢m, Karlstad, Sweden: "In carnmunication with Bergensfjord, until 
today Friday fine weather, now rather rnugh, Wednesday should reach Hali
fax, New York Sunday, ship comfortable, love and greetins to all, Gress ." 

The radio operator on S.S. Bergensfjord sent this message by "spark" 
to Bergen Radio, and it was sent on from the post office there on May 22, 
1918, in an of ficial envelo,pe with printed texts: "Radio-Letter,'' "Societe An
onyme Internationale de Telegraphie Sans Fil" and "Registered-Recommande" 
etc., to the addressee in Sweden. 

As early as 1904 some of the ships in the Atlantic services were equipped 
with the new Marconi spark-equipment for communications ship-to-shore. 
Only much later, not until the early 1920s, was radio telegraphy introduced 
increasingly over land in Scandinavia. 

But what was the reason for taking the message by mail from Bergen to 
Karlstad in 1918? Probably the postal communication at this time was 
deemed sufficient and relatively cheap, by comparison with the morse system 
(the railway between Bergen and Christiania was opened in 1909). 

I have been looking for this kind of documentation for many years, and 
the material I have been able to find consists orf 7 or 8 telegrams, spread 
over a period of 60 years. 

So there appears not to be a great deal left- but yet the historical r ela
tionship between the telegraphic and postal admini strations should be con
sidered well proven from very early days on. 

In addressing letters to persons in countries overseas the Post Office 
Department warns that the name of the country should be last, particularly 
if their "zip" codes are similar to those in the United States. Many overseas 
letters are routed wrongly to cities in the U. S. that have a similar zip num
ber, particularly if the first three digits are the same. Did y ou know ther e 
are four Stockholms in the U. S., two Bergens, only one each Oslo and Copen
hagens, but 14 named Paris! 
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Perforation Varieties 
By M. E. Hvidonov 

Perhaps no area of early Finnish philately has been so little researched 
and catalogued as the rouletted stamp variations of the 1860-1866 serpentine 
emissions. This is due in part to a paucity of material and a lock of good 
teaching articles on the subject. In 1972 Mikko Ossa of Turku, Finland under
took an article on this phase, which appears to be the only one of its kind. 

It is possible that collections exist which contain stamps or covers with 
unusual roulette features that are not recognized or appreciated. 

Mr. Ossa categorizes the roulette variations into 3 types. For the bene
fit of those unfamiliar with early Finnish issues I will elaborate on the 3 
categories. 

The method of perforating the printed stamp sheets was primitive but 
the only way available at the time (in Finland) to provide an indentation in 
the sheets so that the stamps could be separated by the post offices. The 
rouletting tool (fig. 1) was comprised of a wooden handle with steel teeth 
of varying gauges which was pressed by hand along the straigth edge of a 
ruler. Obviously a slip of either hand during the process would result in an 
unusual roulette. This would be even more apt to happen when 4 or 5 sheets 
were placed on top of each other and rouletted simultaneously. When this 
hand operation was coupled with the wearing of the teeth through constant 
usage one can see that consistency was not possible. 

Type 1. Occasional Roulette Variations 
a) Step perforations. This describes those stamps where the rouletter 

began his work and either "slipped" or found that he was cutting too closely 
to the picture and re-started. It really is a double roulette with a pause, and 
was done in several steps. 

b) A partial or full double roulette. Frequently the result of the stamp 
sheets at the bottom of the pile becoming mis-aligned with the top-most sheet. 
When noticed the operator had to roulette the sheet again. Very often the 
first rouletted impression is almost "blind," so stamps and covers should be 
carefully examined for the sometimes almost "missing" impression. 

c) Diamond Roulettes. These are very fine items but also difficult to 
find. This oddity occurs when the rouletting device is re-used on an already 
rouletted edge. By happy circumstance the teeth of the tool hit again exact
ly on the roulettes of the first impression creating a kind of pointed, diamond
Iike shape in the teeth tips (Finnish : Timanti). 

Type 2. Partial and total Imperforates 
Imperforate stamps are the result of either an oversight or the tool not 

cutting deeply enough into the sheets. The postmaster then had to cut the 
sheets apart with a blade or scissors. 

Most partial imperforates are really sheet margin copies which required 
no rouletting at all because the printed impression was close to the edge of 
the paper. 

Type 3. Mixed Roulettes (on the same stamp) i.e. I:II; Il:Ill, etc. 
These are rare and considered philatelic gems. They are obviously the 

result of two different rouletting tools having been used. 
Warning : Mixed roulette forgeries exist. Any such item should be sub

mitted to a Finnish expert for certification. 
. M.E.H. 
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THE ROULETTE VARIATIONS OF THE "BIG-TOOTHED" STAMPS 

By Mikko Ossa 

1) 1860 Emissions 
Through the years the 5 and 10 Kop. rouletted stamps have been far too 

little explored insofar as unusual roulettes are concerned. Perhaps this is 
due in part to the larger amount of such items found in the relatively im
mense printings of the 1866 penny-value stamps. 

Roulette varieties of the 1860 ten kop. stamps are less frequently seen 
than those of the 10 kop. value even though the total printing of the 5 kop. 
stamps was about one-half the amount of the 10 kop. 

5 Kop. Roulette I-Occasional Roulette Types. 
The so-called "step roulette" type is the most common of the varieties 

most of which emanate from the early emissions. Even a full "double" rou
lette is not rare. According to the late Leo Lindner most of the roulette 
oddities came out of the 5 kop. 3rd emission, the green-blue color. He also 
concluded that the "step" and full " double" roulettes appeared more often on 
the vertical sides of the stamps. We now know, however, that there are a 
fair number of these variations in the "greyish-toned" stamps (NORMA "d" 
and "e" colors). I have found the ratio of vertical errors about 50% higher 
than horizontal oddities. 

5 Kop . Roulette II. 
I have come upon only one roulette variety of the Roulette II stamps. 

Whereas, I have located (with much effort) only 12 roulette varieties of 
Roulette II in the 10 Kop. stamps, one of them a mint pair with a double 
roulette on the left side. Cancelled stamps are usually from Viipuri and 
Nyslott post offices but others exist. 

All · roulette varieties on cover are rare. Figure 2 is a cover with a 5 
Kop. "pale blue" emission stamp with a "step" perforation in the upper right 
hand corner. The letter is dated Porvoo, Oct. 19, 1863. 

Also known is a letter with a 10 Kop. ANK cancellation from the town 
of Hameenlina, October 31, 1863 and a 10 Kop. with a "step" roulette on the 
right side bearing a single ring Viipuri cancel' ation, Aug. 15, 1863. Ther e 
are both a "double" and a "step" roul ett e on the last item, whi<::h places i t 
in a category of its own. Another extraordinary piece is a 10 Kop. with a 
triple roulette on one side of the stamp. 

Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2. 5 Kop. pale blue with st.ep perforation 

A Swedish collector owns a 5 Kop. 
postal piece with a full diamond roul
ette on the right side. Two similar 5 
Kop. loose stamps have been found. 
l 0 Kop. stamps with diamond roulettes 
are known cancelled in Viipuri but 
other cancellations exist. 

p_,. lot 

Figure 3 shows a 5 K. stamp with 
a partial diamond roulette and a 5 
K. stamp with a "step" roulette in 
the NW vertical area. 

Diamond Pe rf. "Step" P.erf. 

Fig. 3 
Partially Imperforate Stamps. 
10 K. partial imperfs are graded as very rare, and 5 K. stamps as ex

tremely rare. The Finnish Handbook pictures a partly imperforate 5 K. 
pair with a J orois 15.3.1861 low box cancellation. There is also a 5 K. letter 
with partial imperforate cancell ed in Jorois 21.1.1861. This establishes that 
J orois had been given at least one full sheet of imperforate stamps. Histor
ically, the last described cover (fig. 4) belonged to Faberge who had gotten 
it from Trap-Holm in a swap for two 1 Mark 1866 stamps plus some cash. 
Faberge sold it at a later date to von Moller and at present it is the property 
of a Finnish collector. 

Two covers fnmked with 10 K. stamps vertically imperforate on both 
sides have been recorded. One cancell ed Helsingfors Jan. 3, 1860 and the other 
Viipuri July 29, 1860. Two other 10 K. partially imperforate loose stamps 
have been found . One cancelled in Tavastehus with the left side sans-roulette 
and the other with .no roulette at the bottom. 

Totally Imperforate Stamps. 
I have seen 8 completely imperforate stamps. 3 are cancelled as follows: 

Helsinki , Oct. J, 1860; Porvoo, April 23, 1860 and April 28, 1861 , one 01' which 
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Fig. 4. Faberge imperfo rate stamp (right side). 

is "tied-to-piece." Still another was featured in Abophil 3/ 71 which bore a 
Nyslott 13.5.1864 cancellation. Leo Lindner was of the opinion that these 
were "made-up." However, in my opinion, this is a moot point because tkere 
are not enough specimens to formulate or make a firm decision. 

A "halved" 10 K. stamp mailed from Helsinki to Porvoo, Nov. 1, 1860 
could not be bonafide since it would not be possible for the large Helsinki post 
office to be out of 5 K. stamps. Thus the item cannot be philatelic. 

Mixed Roulettes. 
Of the 5 and 10 K. stamps, those specimens with mixed roulettes are the 

rarest of them all. I only know of 2 or 3. The collection of von Moller had 
one 10 K. stamp with Roulette I on top and the remaining 3 sides were Roul
ette III. It was cancelled with a single ring Borga 21.9.1865. 

Fig·ure 5 displays a 10 K. stamp with part of an Abo cancellation. The 
left side is Roulette I and the rest II. 

Also of collecting interest are covers bearing stamps of different roul
ettes. Figure 6 shows two differently-rouletted stamps tied to a piece. One 
stamp is roulette I and the other II. 
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The 1866 P enn y-Value Roulette Variations 

F ig . 9 

Naturally the immense pr int ings of the 1866 emissions provided a larger 
number of odd ities, some of which are great rarit ies. 

5 P enny Roulette I Varieties. 
Occasional roulette varieties are not very common in the 5 P. emissions 

and are even less common than the partial roulettes. Both "step" and " double" 
r oulett es appear in the "dark brown" first emissions. There is one 5 P. 
stamp with a " step" roulette on the lower left side. It is of the laid paper 
variety R. III. (Fig. 7). 

Some " step" roulette types are also found in the "greyish lilac-brown" 
emission of 1870 ( TORMA: CWd). A complete "double" roulette from this 
g roup is very rare. A few diamond roulett es are known. The rarest is a 
wove paper R. II with a full diamond roulett e on th e left side. It once be
longed to von Moller and is now in Sweden. 

Jmperforate 5 Penny Stamps. 
Because of the thick, hard paper used for the 1866 printings of the 5 P. 

stamps, it was often necessary for the postal workers to cut the stamps apart 
because the rouletter had failed to bite deeply enough into the sheet. With 
the aid of magnification, one can usually see the rouletter's impression near 
the square side of the stamp. 

Her e in Turku there are 2 rows of 3 stamps where the ver tical sides of 
the stamps have been cut and in both cases the rouletting impression can be 
discerned. They are both cancelled Abo 7.6.67 and 11.6.67. Figure 8 shows 
a gem with both top and bottom imperforated. 

Another coincidence that created a kind of roulete variety ar ose when a 
very thin paper and a rather strong, thick glue were cornbi'Iled in the 5 P. 
emissions of 1873. (Norma: llAd, Bd, and Cd). It was next t o impossible 
to separate the stamps without tearing the roulet tes. 

Roulette II is so great a rarity that only a Finnish expert totally familiar 
with the paper, gum and color of the emission should be employed to issue 
certification. When one takes into account that a nice specimen costs over 
$2,000, care should be exercised. These stamps should be part of all g ood 
collections, even though judges who do not know Finnish philately may tend 
to look upon them as "unworthy" specimens. 

Figure 9 shows a great rarity, a row of 6 of the " lilac-brown" emission all 
vertically imperforate. We also know of a laid paper type imperf orate on 
both vertical sides and cancelled in Viipuri, 11.11.87. 

To date no imperfs have been fo und in stamps printed on the nor mal 
wove-type papers . . 

~ixed R.oulettes of the 5 Penny Issues 
·These are very rar e,- and . I h ave seen but .two. B.~th wer e R. Ihorizon

tally and R. II vertically: One was mint and the othior was cancelled in Vii
puri, 17.4.1868. (Ftg. 10). 
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First row, verti-::ally : Figs. 8, 10, 11, 13; Center , Fig. 12; Last row, 14, 16, 17 

8 Penny Stamp Varieties 
These are rarely seen . 

(NORMA: Bya and Cya). 
ettes. 

Some are known from the "green" paper issues . 
These exist with both "step" and "double" roul-

Just one stamp has been found of the "embossed" type of paper, which 
has a "double" roulette on both vertical sides and along the top of the stamp. 

8 Penny Partial lmperforates 
A few more 8 P. s tamps are known imperforate horizontally as opposed to 

vertically. A Swedish collector has a horizontally-imperforate pair. The 
F innish Handbook describes a postal piece with two 8 P. stamps with .no hor
izontal roulettes. Date is illegible. Figure 11 shows a nice example of a 
"step" roulette on an 8 P. stamp. 
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Fig. 15 

Roulettes IV and V, and Mixed Roulettes 
Roulette V is among the rarest of all the 8 P. stamps. It has been de

termined that this rouletter was used from 1866 to 1868 and possibly later. 
There are about 25-3·0 known at present. Most cancellations are from Nyslott 
and Heinola, and are most often dated 1870-1871. The cancellations are often 
too weak to be read, so research is impaired. 

Roulette IV is even rarer, and just a few are known. Some rare pieces 
have been found with the horizontal side R. II and the verticals R. V. 

Figure 12 shows 3 stamps of the Roulette V. There are no totally flaw
less stamps. due to the weak long teeth, so faults have to be forgiven. 

10 Penny Varieties 
The early emissions of the 10 P. stamps produced some oddities of the 

"step" roulette types but complete "double" roulettes are seldom seen. 
One unusual freak is a Helsinki-cancelled stamp where the rouletter 

actually arced from the vertical right side into the bottom of the stamp. 
Another oddity is a row of 3 with the middle stamp almost cut in half by the 
perforation. Diamond roulettes are rare on 10 P. stamps. 

Figure 13. 10 P. stamp with a full diamond roulette at bottom. 
Figure 14. Top stamp ... Right side R. I, the rest II. Bottom stamp

Top and bottom R. II, sides R. III. 

Mixed Roulettes 
Very rare. The only two that I have seen are shown in Figure 14. 

20 Penny Varieties 
Since 4.6 million 20 P. stamps were printed, it is expected that an extra 

number of oddities would exist. The most common are "step" roulettes, 
closely followed by "double" roulettes. For some reason there are a number 
of variations in stamps rouletted I, which is decidedly different from all other 
issues. 

The roulette II emission of 1.S74 seems to have produced the most var
iations. More vertical oddities are found than those of the horizontal types, 
which is consistent with other emissions. This is primarily because the print
ing form, which contained 50 locked-up stencils, was struck twice to produce 
100 stamps on the sheet. This was done by inverting the paper. Naturally 
the imposition of the second printing was often not perfectly aligned. Thus, 
when four or more sheets were laid on top of each other, there were bound to 
be more variations. 

Figure 16. R. II "double" perfed. 
Figure 17. "Step" perforation. 
Figure 19. Arrow points to vertically "double" roulette stamp. 
20 P. stamps with complete diamond roulette are not known. 
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Fig. 18 Fig. 19 

20 Penny Imperforates 
No completely-imperforate 20 P. stamps are known. Some exist partially 

imperforate. This is due again to inverting the paper to strike the printing 
impression a second time. Sometimes the gutter between the panes varied 
from 5mm to 2 cm. When the gutter was very narrow, the rouletter may 
have forgotten to cut through or did not think it necessary. Vertically or 
horizontally-imperforate stamps are valuable additions to the collection. 

Figure 18. Roulette II with the right side imperforate. 
Figure 20. Shows large and odd horizontal margins. The marks of the 

"double" roulette are clearly seen ·in the left stamp. 
Figure 21. A rarlj 20 p. stamp on cover, with both top an d bottom un

rouletted. 
20 Penny Mixed Roulettes 

Only a few exist. Figure 22 shows a stamp with the horizontal roulettes 
being II and the verticals I. It is cancelled ANK in blue-green ink and is 
from the 1873-1874 issues. Combinations of both II and III and IV are known. 

40 Penny Variations 
Though less 40 P . stamps were printed than other denominations there 

are still some nice items to grace the collection pages. " Step" and "Double" 
roulettes come from the 1866-67 issues. Those of the latter emissions of 
1874-75 are almost rari ties. Since I have seen only 4 diamond roulettes, I 
must conclude that they too are rare. Figure 23 shows 2 samples of "double" 
roulettes and Figure 24 a rare diamond roulette on a roulette II stamp. 

Fig. 20 Fig. 22 
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Fig. 21 

Fig. 23 

Fig. 24 Fig . 25 
40 Penny Partial lmperforates 

Completely imperforate stamps are not known. Horizontal and vertical 
imperfs are rare. One horizontally-imperforate pair has been found. There 
are rare 20 and 40 P. sta,rnps with a large gutter at t op or bottom, with the 
perforation that belongs to the stamp t otally missing. (Figure 25). 

Figure 26 shows a rare Regist ered letter bearing a 2.0 and 40 P . frank
ing. The 40 P. is imperforate at the top, and no impression of rouletting 
can be seen toward the design of the stamp. 
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Fig. 26 

Fig. 27 

Figure 27. Roulette V top and 
bottom mixed with R. II. 

Figure 28. Roulette IV top and 
bottom, II on both sides. 

Figure 29. 2/ 40 P. stamps. One 
with Roulette IV on the left side and 
R. II on the other sides. The second 
stamp has R. II on the left and the 
rest R. III. 

Fig. 30. 40 P . on cover, showing 
double roulettes on a sheet-marg.in 
copy. 

40 Penny Mixed Roulettes 

11171 

Fig 28 

Fig. 29 

Only 6 or 7 stamps of the 40 P. emission are known with roulette V. They 
are from the carmine-brownish issues of 1867-68. The rare mixed roulettes, 
IIxV and VxII, come from the same color group. A few exist cancelled in 
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Fig·. 20 

1867. There also are a few stamps that have roulette V at the bottom with 
R. II on the other 3 sides. 

Variations of the 1866 1 Mark Stamp 

No mixed or "double" roulettes have been found of the 1 Mark 1866 
emissions. 

The only rarity known is a horizontal pair of roulette III. The left side 
and the gutter between the 2 stamps are totally imperforate, with the right 
side of the stamp being a normal R. III. It is part of a Swedish collection, 
and bears a single-ring Brahestad cancellation, J an . 10, 1871. 

... Mikko Ossa 

SCANDINAVIA 

sec • APS 

P . O. Box 5485 

BUYING - SELLING - WANT LISTS 

MAY I HELP YOU? 

SPA • CCNY 
7MSp~ 

JAY SMITH 
Madison, WI 53705 
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Letters 

(LETTER, dated Se·ptember 16, 1978, to the editor:) 

" Please be advised that the August, 1978 Posthorn was in error in re
porting my name on the slate of directors-at-large for the 1978 sec election. 
I was unaware of an intention of the Nominating Committee to submit my 
name because my consent was not requested. However this is not the reason 
for declining. Other interests currently prevail." 

(Signed) Wayne C. Sommer. 

(LETTER, undated, received by the Editor on September 18, 1978) 

"The By-Law change proposed in the August Posthorn, ' ... Scandinav
ian Collectors Club shall absorb all expenses of the MART's operation .. .' 
means that SCC pay the entire MART bill instead of the users. 

Last year this came to $6,067.57. If this amendment were to pass, the 
club's working capital, representing years of frugality, would be wiped out 
the first year. The second year would require a dues increase of $7.00 per 
member, or shut down the MART. 

I strongly urge you to vote against this amendment in February,- 1979. 
A vote for the amendment is a vote to close down the MART.'' 

(Signed) Donald F . Halpern, President, SOC. 

* s * c * c * 

LIBRARY NEWS 
By Stanley H. Hanson, SCC Librarian 

Thanks to Mel Lewis for his cash donation to the Library. Also to the 
Board of Directors of COMPEX 79, Siggy Thorsteinsson, Alan Warren for 
library material. 

Bad news, our first and hopefully our last loss, a return shipment of 
library material from the East coast. Sure, it was insured, but how can one 
replace this type of material that is out of print? Please delete the follow
ing from your Library Index: D-65-D, D-66-D, D-·67-D, and D-87-D. The 
Libr·arian wants to purchase for replacement the lost material as listed above. 

As you know, the Library was closed for the month of September due to 
our visits to "Praga 78" and "Nidarji'.I 78." See report on these two shows 
in this issue. 

New listing of acquired matel'ial, as supplement #2, jg in th is issue. 
Keep your Library Index updated. 

Remember-when returning Library material, be sure to include identifi
cation on the inside of the package, wrap well and use the return label that 
is furnished for return to the Librarian. 

We arc ready to serve yoi.1 on your library needs. 
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Supplemental Listing #2 to the Library Index 

September 1, 1978 

Catalogs and Miscellaneous 
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A-109-1 Frimerkjasofnun Kennslubok Fyrir Byrjendur. Sigurdur H. Thor
steinsson, SCC. 1977. Icelandic. Handbook sponsored by The Iceland 
Philatelic Society for the junior collector. Well illustrated, very 
helpful. 51hx81h(". 24 pp. 

A-110-E The Paquebot Marks of Norway, Denmark, Finland and Sweden. 
Edwin Drechsel. 1977. English. Excellent handbook on Scandinavian 
paquebot marks. Well documented and actual size illustrations. 
10x7". 26pp. 

A-111-E Compex 1959 Catalog/Program. 
A-112-E Oompex 1962 Catalog/Program. 
A-113-E Compex 1971 Catalog/Program. 
A-114-E Compex 1976 Catalog/Program. 
A-115-E Compex 1977 Catalog/ Program. 
A-116-E Compex 1978 Catalog/ Program. 
A-117-E Scarce Scandinavians: Revenues, that is. G. M. Abrams. 1978. Eng

lish. Article on Scandinavian Revenues from Stamp Collector. Aug
ust 5, 1978. 111hx15". 1 pp. 

A-118-E Estonia~A long history but brief freedom. K. Wood. 1978. English. 

D-94-D 
D-95-E 

Article on this short-lived, independent nation and its postal history. 
Stamp Collector. August 5, 1978. 111h;x15". 1 pp. 

Denmark 
AFA 1971 Catalog. 
Denmark Early Commemorative First Day Covers. Allan Warren, 

SCC, 1978. Article on Danish early first day covers, from First 
Days, July-August 1978. 6x9". 7 pp. 

Iceland 

1-17-IEGD Ordabok Frimerkjasafnara. Sigurdur H. Thors.teinsson, SCC. 1964. 
Icelandic, English, Danish and German. Dictionary of philatelic 
terms, Icelandic to E, D, G, and E, D, G, to Icelandic. 4Wx31h". 
129 pp. 

1-18-E Iceland-A Bibliography. Lester E. Winick, SCC, 1978. English. 
Listing of Iceland-oriented philatelic articles and books in the Eng
lish language. (A SCC Handbook.) 6x9". 32 pp. 

Norway 

N-77a-E Krag Machine Canceller. 1978. File; contains letter from Norwegian 
Post Office, listing of 60 countries that have used the Krag Can
celler, photos of cancels used, instruction book on the m1e of the 
Krag· machine Model XV. Well-illustrated. 81hixll". 28 pp. 

Periodicals 
V-38-J Grusk-Timarit Fyrie Safnara. Icelandic. 1977. Semi-annual. Slick, 

well-edited and illustrated. Covers the bl'oad aspects of Scandinavian 
philately. 6x81h". 
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WE BUY FOR CASH! 
In order to supply our worldwide and financially very 
strong clientele with good mat erial, we are constantly 
buying for cash (natu~.·aJlly we are also looking for con
signments ! ) : 

Important specialized collectio11s 
Rarities 
Classical quality items, etc. 

Mainly from Scandinavia and Europe, but most areas 
are of interest. 

WE DO A LOT OF TRAVELLING! 

Vv e visit the USA and Canada several times a year ancl 
would be delighted to pay you a visit if you have any
thing of interest to us. 

POSTILJONEN AB 

19"18 

Socha Tullgatan 3, S-21140 Malmo, ~weden 
Telephone 040-72290 
(Member of ASDA) 

".\ I arket leaders of Scandinavia 

Our auction cata1ogues, including the ones from our 
Danish ·ister company, will be sent to you for at least 
one yea i- against US $5. Ask for free tri~l copy! 
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sec RECEIVED PHOTOCOPY OF ENGSTROM'S DWI COLLECTION 

By Marvin D. Hunewell 

During the Scandinavian Collectors Club Annual Meeting held at "CAPEX 
'78," Victor E. Engstrom presented a bound photocopy of his Danish West 
Indies Collection to the SCC Library for reference use. On hand to receive 
the book on behalf of SCC was Stanley H. Hanson, SCC Librarian for the 
past two years. 

This is an important addition to the SCC Library, since portions of this 
collection have won Gold Medals in both National and International competi
tion . For instance, the BIG winner at PURIPEX last year was Vic Engstrom. 
His Danish West Indies Exhibit received: the show's Grand Award; the 
S.P.A. Robert Yant Award (S.P.A. President's Reserve Grand Award for best 
exhibit by a member of S.P.A.); the A.P.S. Best in Show Medal; and, a PUR
IPEX Gold. Victor Engstrom has also received Gold Medals from shows 
such as CAPEX, INTERPHIL and HAFNIA '76 for his DWI exhibits. 

In addition to this bound photocopy of Vic Engstrom's collection, the SCC 
Library has well over 400 other titles concerning Scandinavian philately. Most. 
of these items are available for loan to members of the sec. 

FALL '78 PRIVATE ,,REATY LIST 
Our Fall '78 list will soon be out . . . featuring harder-to-get items for the 
specialist in SCANDINAVIA. Each lot is net priced (not an auction) and 
all Scandinavian countries are well represented. If you're not already on 
our mailing list , write for a free- copy. This will be our best sale yet. 

~ NORTHLAND CO . 
• BOX 34 •VERONA, N.J. 07044 
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SCC Awards At Capex 
By Alan Warren 

The philatelic press has had many an editorial, letter to the editor, and 
article criticizing various aspects of the Toronto International, "CAPEX '78," 
held in June, 1978, with a few rebuttals from north of the border. Certainly 
publicity before and after the show seemed poor for the supposed stature of 
this western hemisphere exhibition. The awards banquet was a disappoint
ment for many, with only a few top awards announced, and the "Palmares" 
booklet was not mailed to Beaver Club members until nearly three months 
after the show. 

sec can be proud that a good number of its members exhibited, a.nd 
many received recognition for their collections. The following is a rundown 
of these awards (apologies to any I may have missed). 

ln the F.I.P. Class of Honor, Col. James T. DeVoss exhibited his award
winning "Via Panama" collection, which was recently sold by a New York 
auction house. Gold medals were taken by four SCC members : The non
Scandinavian showing of U. S. classic covers to 1870 of George T. Turner; 
the DWI collections of Victor E. Engstrom and Nils Lundberg of Sweden, 
and F. C. Moldenhauer of Norway for his Norway 1845-1880. 

Two Vermeil Medals with Felicitations of the Jury went to SCC members. 
Christine Blinn for her DWI collection, and Ernst M. Cohn for his Franco
German War of 1870-71 covers. A Vermeil Medal was awarded to Svend 
Yort for his DWI exhibit. As you can see, there was a lot of competition 
with material on the Danish West Indies . 

Two Large Silver Medals went to SCC members, although for non-Scan
dinavian exhibits: Paul Vignos for his collection of Montenegro, and Paul H. 
Jensen of Norway for his postal history of Czechslovakia. Robert G. Stone 
received a Silver medal in the Literature Class for the "France and Colonies 
Philatelist," which he edits. 

Three Silver Medals were obtained by SCC members: Bernhard Beskow 
of Sweden for his Iceland; Kenneth H. Magee for Ireland to 1922; and Henry 
Stollnitz for his postal history of Shanghai. Paul Jensen of Norway received 
a Bronze for his Czechoslovakia 1918-20. 

SCC member Borge Lundh of Denmark, who served as an Observer Judge, 
exhibited his plating of the FIRE R.B.S. in the "Hors Concours" Class. 

Publications figured prominently in the literature section of CAPEX. 
Sveriges Filatelist-Forbund won a Vermeil medal for the SFF Catalog 1977-
78, a Large Silver for their A.ngbats post handbook of steamship cancels, and 
a regular Silver for their periodical Svensk Filatelistik Tidskrift. Frimarks
huset Engros AB took a Vermeil for the FACIT catalog and a Bronze for 
their Lilla Facit. 

The Suomen Filatelistiliitto received a Large Silver for Part II of the 
Finnish handbook of postmarks, covering the 2-ring postmarks of 1873-93 
and two Silvers for the Philatelia F'ennica Cumulative Index 1950-1972, and 
Philatelia Fennica. Suomen Postimerkkeily Oy took a Large Silver for its 
1978 Norma catalog of Finland. The Philatelic Society of Iceland was award
ed a Silver for its Handbok um lslenzk Frimerki VI-VII, looseleaf handbook 
of Icelandic stamps from 1920 fo 1970, in two volumes. 

All in all, Scandinavian philately and SCC . in particular . can be proud of 
the showing made at CAPEX 78 in Toronto. 
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The Ed.itor's Mailbag-by Joe F. Frye 
Alan Warren, SCC Vice-President, notes two items in the August Post

horn and its accompanying supplement which might be corrected by our mem
bers for future guidance: In the supplement, Iceland-a Bibliography, page 
32, fourth paragraph, should read " ... Gillingha m, Kent, Great Br itain." , 
rather than MET 3BA, Canada. The Scandinavian Contact's editor, in any 
event, is now changed and information from the Scandinavia Philatelic Societ y 
(of Great Britain) may be had from the Secretary, Miss Susan Worsley, 7'1 
Castlenau, Barnes, London SW13 9RT, England. On page 73 of the journal 
itself, two DWI items, C-2:4-E and C-25-E in the Library Supplement center
fold should of course follow C-23-E and not be under Faroe Islands and Green
land. 

Alan further comments that the Library Index Suppl ement in this (center
fold) position makes it easy to remove and incorporate into the original sep
arate work. We hope to be able to provide this supplemen tary information in 
a position where it can be so used with minimum damage to the issue but this 
might not always be possible. 

Barbara R. LeBlanc, Pos.thorn associate editor , Iceland, notes that, after 
publication in the Posthorn was arranged for, it was discovered that a brief 
article had been previously published in another journal overseas. This was 
not mentioned to either Ms LeBlanc or the Editor, and the Editor will contact 
the journal involved and apologize for this inadvertent republication without 
giving credit for prior publication or asking permission for reprinting it. 

It should be clearly understood that while contributions of articles and 
other text for this journal are always sought after and most welcome, if such 
pieces have in any manner whatever been printed or distributed prior to sub~ 

mission to this journal, OR if they are submitted to any other journal before 
publication in this journal, the name, address and details of such prior publi
cation or submission must be included with such piece submitted to this jour
nal. It is not our desire nor intention to reprint anything without express 
permission of both the publisher and author of any previously-published work, 
and we will not knowingly accept any manuscript which has been sent for 
contemporary consideration or publication by any other publisher. 

Ms LeBlanc also reports that the Icelandic authority General Directorate 
of Posts and Telecommunications (Frimerkjasalan) has given her "full author
ization to excerpt small segments (about 500 to 1;000 words) of the book One 
Hundred Years of Icelandic Stamps" for publication in the Posthorn. Such 
offerings will be included as space and time permit. 

A similar permission is reported received by Ms LeBlanc from Edwin 
Drechsel, author of the recent The Paquebot Marks of Norway, Denmark, Fin
land, Iceland and Sweden, and we look forward to these submissions as well . 

Carl H. Werenskiold, a well-known byline in thi s journal, submits a mar
velous manuscript by Harry Snarvold of Goteborg, Sweden, which we hope 
will find space in this issue. As a retired "telegr apher," this editor appr ec
iates its content very much, and the manuscrip t with accompanying illust ra
tions is one of the very best such in excellent presentation and minimum "ed
iting" required it has ever been his privil ege to consider. Carl's accompany
ing letter notes that on June 21, 1978, summer solstice day, (he will atta in 
the age of) 87 years, and is thankful for reasonably good health, many good 
friends and other blessings. One would never reali ze thi s f our-scor e and 
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seven accumulation to peruse any of his writings! Right on, varl! 

The WESTPEX '79 show in San Francisco, CA on April 27-29th, will 
offer for the first time the Al Van Dahl Memorial Award, provided in memory 
of the late publisher of (then Western) Stamp Collector by his widow, Mrs. 
Arlene Van Dahl of Albany, OR. The award is for the J ury's use in recog
nizing the best exhibit of Scandinavian Philately at that major philatelic ex
hibition. Prospectus and other details available from: WESTPEX Secretary, 
Box 605, San Leandro, CA 94577. 'l'he 1979 show's location is the Jack Tar 
Hotel-and this editor can recommend the cuisine there as well as across the 
two nearest street corners, as marvelous! 

Joseph M. Clary, assistant Chairman of the American Philatelic Society's 
National Convention Committee, adds to the above information from WEST
PEX Publicity Chairman Preston A. Pope that the award will be first offered 
at the 19,79 show, will be an am1ual feature of that exhibition and present plans 
are that it consist of a "fine piece of Swedish glass" for 1979. Scandinavian 
exhibits will, of course, be " ... in the running for all other awards," Clary 
adds. 

Congratulations to John D. Peterson on his receiving the Grand Award 
at SEPAD '78 in Philadelphia the last weekend in September, 1978 for his 
exhibit of 19th Century Swedish Postal Stationery! May his tribe increase! 
His entry noted it was selected pages of the material, with original research 
into printing shades, cliches, dies, etc. I see an SCC member of that name 
in an (old) listing but cannot be positive it is the same individual. This re
port from SEP AD Jurist and Per fins Bulletin editor Ray B. Crow of Memphis, 
who while not a member of SCC nor a "dyed-in-the-wool" Scandinavian-area 
philatelist does suffer quivers of pleasure at such items as "socked-on-the
nose" cancels of Sweden and postally-used Icelandic Parliaments, and so on. 

Walter T. Torgesen, longtime dealer-specialist in Scandinavian material 
and SCC member/advertiser writes to say "The Richter article on measuring 
20 and 21 mm Norway is a fine job. Have one added help: Take damaged 12 
or 20 0 in 21 mm size and carefully cut top at right angle to bottom about 
three-fourths from either side to use as measuring guide-same for the 1 and 
2 0 . Thitoi alf<o works fine and fast by cutting the small and large prints of 
the second issue officials in the horizontal direction." Thanks, Torg! 

Having noted an ongoing discussion in various publications concerning 
the "imperf pairs" of Finland issues 1930-39 that were variously described 
as genuine stamps, or proofs, the little buzzer pointed me to my F&F file, 
whe1·e a three-language (Finnish, Swedish and English) one-sheet brochure 
from the General Direction of Posts and Telegraphs, Philatelic Federation of 
Finland in Helsinki, dated 5th April, 1975 (received by me 28th April, 1975, 
source not recorded) notes that " ... the material in question has never been 
in the possession or under the control of the General Direction of Posts and 
Telegraphs. Thus ... the philatel ic importance of the material in question 
. . . cannot be compared with so-called genuine imperforated stamps." This 
brochure will be photocopied and several such copies provided to the SCC Li
brary in the near future, to whom requests should be sent as usual. It should 
be noted that it is not my wish to, nor will I, engage in any debates with any
one about this material. The mention here provided is for information of our 
readers and for whatever consideration they wish to make thereof. · 

Neil F. Johnson, SCC 2J32., writes on Aug. 25, 1978 suggesting " ... a 
column devoted to reviewing current literature and catalogs." We recommend 
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his attention be directed to individual such reviews in the past four issues 
(not every issue) of this journal, and to the Library Index and Library Re
port in each issue, which lists new acquisitions by SCC's Library. It was, 
and is, my intent ion to provide such a column (The Paper Pile) in each issue, 
but space requirements have prevented it for several issues. A further source 
of this information: Philatelic Literature Review, quarterly journal of the 
American Philatelic Research Library, Inc., Box 800, State College, PA 16801 
-certainly the preeminent such source in the English language, and the News 
Bulletin, quarterly journal of the Writer s Unit No. 30 of the American Phil
atelic Society, 9928 Lancaster Drive, Sun City, AZ 85351. One need not be 
a member of APS to subscribe to the PLR, but such membership is r equired to 
join the Writers Unit. The cost of either or both is not great. 

One of the best benefits of SCC's recent affiliation (Affiliate No. 79) 
with the American Philatelic Society is better access to the American Philatelic 
Research Library, Inc. Any of the APS chapters and affiliates, and their 
members, including non-APS members, may make use of the APRL by des
ignating any one APS member to be responsible for arranging the details. 
Members of the APS or the APRL may borrow directly from the library, and 
anyone in the USA may visit his own local l ibrary, which will forward his 
request through the inter-library loan program. A 50-cent fee per book must 
accompany the loan request to cover postage and handling. 

Wayne C. Sommer notes that H6lmur is located at West Longitude 18:05. 
There is a farm of the same name at the location given in his article Mystery 
of the Danish Three-ring 236 (pages 57-60, August issue) but the latter is in 
the next county. 

Svend Yort continues t o "spread the gospel" with another worthy and 
informative article in Stamp Collector's September 9, 1978 issue, Denmark's 
Classic 'little square stamps'. Another of Svend's brief but meaty efforts 
well worth securing and studying. 

SCC's special-design medal is available in Gold , Silver and Bronze finishes 
for use in promoting Scandinavian philatelic exh ibits at any exhibition. See 
page 15 of the February, l 978 issue of this journal for approximate design
the medal does not have t he initials SCC on the galley's sail, but has "Scan
dinavian Collectors Club" in capitals as the outer border, where the noted 
illustration (of our SCC insignia pin) does not. Details from R. B. Collin, 
Box 63, River Grove, IL 60171. Addressed, stamped envelope appreciated. 

Richard Gibson, Box 833, Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 16335 reports 
theft from his Ohio home on Sept. 1, 1978 of a long list of philatelic material 
including 40-50 pages Danish perfins; 50-60 pages Danish/ Faroe cancels on 
stamps; extensive used stock of Denmark and considerable other material. 
Any suspect material offered might justify calling him or the IA.PS Theft 
Committee Chairlady, Mrs. Mariette B. Lane, 490 23rd Ave. North, St. Peters
burg, FL 33704-(913) 898-7238. 

An international stamp show and bourse in Sweden is scheduled for March 
24-25, 1979 at Malmo. Details from Posthom display advertiser (see inside 
front cover, August, 1978 issue) Bengt Lilja, Kalendegatan 16, 211 35 Malmo, 
Sweden. 

Now the "Mailbag'' is empty- and your Editor eagerly awaits your ef
forts to r efill it for the next (February, 1979-Deadline for copy to this Ed-
itor January 1, 1979 ) issue! ... j.f.f. 
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Iceland 1873 Sixteen Skilling Sperati Forgery 
By Russell Mascieri, SCC #1388 

It is not generally known that 
the 1873 sixteen skilling yellow stamp 
was forged by Jean De Sperati. Al
though I do not know the exact r eason 
that the stamp is not mentioned in 
the 1955 British Philatelic Association 
publication, "The Work of Jean De 
Sperati," I suspect it was discovered 
after the publication of the books. The 
pictured stamp does carry the official 
blue backstamp "Sperati Reproduc
tion." 

1978 

The sixteen skilling Sperati forgery. 
The scratch at the left above P is not 

The notes that I have received 
from the British Philatelic Associa
tion state the following: "The one 
example examined is printed on gen
uine paper with genuine watermark, 

a distinguishing characteristic, but a perforation and gum. Obviously the 
impression of a genuine stamp (prob- crease that photographed as a scratch. 

ably the 1897 3 aurar or 5 aurar) has been faded out. The perforations are 
121h and one would have expected them to measure 14x131h and thus imitate 
the rarity. The genuine stamp is t.ypographed and the reproduction is made 
by photo-lithography. 

"COLOUR: Deep yellow, stronger than genuine. 
"IMPRESSION: Coarse but difficult to see. 

"SPECIFIC TESTS: None are given as it is difficult to study the detail 
owing to the poor colour. Comparison with a known original shows the differ
ent appearance." 

My specific observations are a bit different than those recorded by the 
expert committee. This is not so surprising in that their literature only 
makes reference to one example. (Ed. note: 1873 four skilling carmine, per
foration 121h• used.) The example that I have is an extremely good forgery. 
Contrary to the expert's statement, comparison with an original is extremely 
similar, to the point that even advanced specialists could be fooled . Even the 
slightly more orange yellow color could easily fall into the range of shades 
found on the stamp. 

The dead giveaway of this forgery is the perforation. The copy that I 
have measures 13 all around. The copy on file with the B.P.A. has perforation 
12%, which of course could be confused with the second sixteen skilling stamp 
of Iceland. The R. P. S. has a file a similar copy perforated 13. 

In checking your stamps, if you feel you might have a Sperati forgery, 
I would be willing to check the copy with the forgery I have in my possession. 
Should it turn out that you have a Sperati forgery in your collection, the 
news is not all that bad. Although it is illegal to sell forgeries in the United 
States, the market for Sperati forgeries as collector's items is very strong 
in England. The prices range from $100 up. Since this is obviously a very 
scarce forgery, its commercial value could be quite substantial. One final 
note, the market for Sperati forgeries is not a contrived one where dishonest 
people are buying forgeries and selling them as genuine. The Sperati forg
eries are back stamped in indelible ink. 
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Reference: 
"The Work of Jean De Sperati" Part 1, The Text, British Philatelic Associa
tion, England. 1955. 

• s • c • c * 
REPORT ON PRAGA '78 AND NIDARfi) '78 

By Stanley H. Hanson 

One word on Praga '78, fantastic! 10,000 frames, 310,000 visitors, queues 
up to 3 and 4 blocks long. People well behaved. Sausages bring grilled over 
charcoal pits throughout the exhibition grounds and 12 percent beer being 
served during the show. Show too big, extending over four huge buildings. 
10 kilos each of Gold and Silver used for the various medals awarded to ex- , 
hibitors. 

The Scandinavian exhibits excellent, nothing new as most of the material 
has been seen at recent Internationals. 

Show well organized, it should be, cost over 8 million dollars. One flaw: 
no frame numbers over the frames. One had to stoop and look at the bottom 
of the frame for the number and exhibitors name, which were about 3/8" 
high. Over all I rate the show **** plus. 

NidarJf '78, Trondheim, Norway, September 19-24, 1978. For a national 
show the 853' frames of material exhibited from the five Nordic countries was 
outstanding. Many of the better known Scandinavian collections were shown. 
Jury material shown also excellent. 

The Scandinavian Collectors Club Gold Medal was awarded t o Rune Alm
quist of Sweden, who also received a Vermeil medal. He exhibited 5 frames 
titled "Gotland-Posthistorisk Dokumentation" the following from the cat
alog: "Posthistoric studiesamling, diir utstiiida delen visar f orfilateli frim 
ca. 1650, postiimplar inforda fore .1912 pa primiirken och forsandelser can
surpost, krigspost, batpost, jiirnvagspost, lantbrevbiirarpost, franco och lo
senbrev, olika postalia kvittenser o dyl." The exhibit of Mr. Almquist is 
outstanding. 

I bring back greetings from our friends across the sea to t he SCC mem
bership. 

FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE ISSUED 

The Board of Regents of the Department of Education, State of New 
York, voted on September 22, 1978 and has granted a corporation certificate 
t o the "Scandinavian Philatelic Foundation." 

After many discussions at various board meetings we finally started 
earnestly in the beginning of 1978 to work for the goal of establishing a 
foundation for the benefit of sec. 

Our next step is to get a tax-exempt status from the U.S. Internal Rev
enue Service, so that future donations to the foundation are tax-exempt. 

At this time I ask all SCC members to submit suggestions regarding 
publishing of articles, translating and printing of same, or any other matter 
for the benefit of the foundation. Suggestions should be sent to me at P. 0 . 
Box 183, Br-0oklyn, NY 11218. 

The following SCC members are trustees of the foundation: Donald Hal
pern, Eric B. T. Kindquist, Jared H. Richter and Lauson H. Stone. I wish t o 
thank all trustees who have aided in this work, especially Mr. Stone. 

George B. Koplowitz, SCC Director-at-Large 
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Icelandic Paquebot Mail 
By Roger Hosking, M.A., England 

,; 

REMEDIA u,g 

Fig. 1. 1938 cover from Reykjavik t o P resto n , with Icelandic stamps cancelled 
at Grimsby, and showi n g framed S hip Letter (type 35) of· that port. 

It has to be admitted, if one is a collector of paquebot mail, the Iceland 
specialist is something of a thorn in the fl esh! So many of the markings 
which Qne seeks seem to be available-if at all- only on mail franked with 
Icelandic stamps, thus ensuring that the market price is five or even ten 
times what it would be, were there a chance of f inding the same .mark on the 
franking of a different country. 

More detailed comment on values and scarcities will be made later in 
this article, but it is probably a good idea to make quite sure that terms of 
reference are clearly defined and understood. 

First, then, let us remind ourselves as to what paquebot mail is. Quite 
simply, it is mail posted on board ship; and under the Universal Postal Union 
regulations for handling such mail- regulations which came into force in 
1894 and are largely unchanged today-this posting may be either: 
(a) on the high seas, in which case the mail is to be franked with stamps 

of the ship's nationality : or 
(b) in territorial waters, in which case franking should be by stamps of the 

country in whose waters the ship is situated. 
In either case, the mail is to be handed in at the post office of the next 

port-of-call, which cancels the mail with a "paquebot" cancellation or its 
equivalent. The "paquebot" may be either part of a normal datestamp or 
machine die, or it may be a separately-applied handstamp. In either event 
the purpose of this "paquebot" mark is twofold :-
(1) to justify a cancellation which may be "foreign" to the adh esive to 

which it is applied. 
(2) To explain delay between mailing and the reception of the letter at an 

official post office. 
Next, what types of "paquebot equivalent" markings are in use? By 

far the most widespread are the much older term "ship letter" (and its na
tional translations such as "schiffsbrief," "skeppsbrev," etc.) and the French 
alternative " navire. " Ther e ar e various other versions- and a variety of 
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mis-spellings of some of them- but in the main these are peculiar t o specific 
countr ies and even to specific ports, none of which will be of critical interest 
to P osthorn reader s, unless of course they h ave secret interests in non-Scan
dinavian t erritories. 

· Finally, is t here an overall definition of a paquebot m ar king ? In my 
opinion there is: "a marking used at one definite port, for the sole purpo,se 
of franking all mail r eceived from all sea-going ship s ." This is an important 
definition, since it excludes the Scandinavian " Fra" mar ks, which ar e relevant 
t o ship's mail from specific sources only. 

The foregoing is, of course, of gen er al application and in no way specific 
to Iceland. Nevertheless that ooun try, due t o its geographical isolation, was 
up to 1939 dependent on rela t ively irr egular shipping ser vices to link it with 
the outside world. These links have made a quite disproportionately import
ant contribution t o the maritime postal history of Great Britain, a c•ountry 
with which Iceland has t radit ionally maintained close and friendly relation
ships right up to the time of the recen t "cod wars." The significance of this 
r elationship will become apparen t wh en we lo·ok in more det a il at the prov
enance of Icelandic paquebot . mail. This may usefully be scrutinized under 
the following headings:-
A. Mail franked . with Icelandic stamps 

(i ) cancelled by paquebot markings of non-Icelandic ports (fig . 1) 
(ii) cancelled in Iceland (usually at Reykjavik) but bearing the paque

bot markings of non-Icelandic ports as a transit mark (fig. 2.) . 
B. Mail franked with stamps of any nationality, cancelled by Icelandic 

paquebot marks (fig . 3). 

The explanat ion of the A (ii ) type marks ver sus the A (i) types is as 
follows. Probably the Icela ndic Post Office handed over fore ign mail, a de
couvert but after franking, to the captains of small fishing vessels bound for 

F ig. 2. 1907 ca rd from Reykja vi k, w he re t he stamp w ao cance lled, t o Germany ; 
also s how ing ci rcu la r Qu eenstow n/ Sh ip Lette r (type 208) as t ransit mark. 
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British waters: such departures would be unscheduled and not under Post 
Office Contract; and would preclude the normal bagging-up procedures. A 
particularly interesting item in my own collection, combining A (ii) and B 
usage, is a 1910 cover with the Icelandic stamp cancelled by the earlier 
.Skipsbrjef of Reykjavik, with (on the reverse) the date-stamp and framed 
paquebot of Grangemouth. 

In the tabulations Qf known incidence that follow, individual paquebot 
markings are identified by their reference numbers in my recently-published 
(May 1977) book "Paquebot Cancellations of the World," further details of 
which may be found by interested readers in a footnote at the end of this 
article. The listings under section A (ii) are confirmed to thQse marks which 
are only known in this form, i.e. are believed to have been used only as tran
sits. 

A. (i) Cancellations - British port& 
Aberdeen - 153, 154 
Cardiff - 141 
Edinburgh - 7, 159, 160, 161, 162, Hi3 
Glasgow - 167, 168 
Grangemouth - 1 W 
Grimsby - 34, 35 
Hull - 45, 46, 47, 48 
Leith - 180, 181, 182 
Lerwick - 191 
Liverpool - 55 
London - 74, 75 
Newcastle-on-Tyne - 7, 85 
Stornoway - 196 
Troon - 186 

(Note-South Shields and Swansea may also exist). 
- other ports 

Bergen - 319, 321, 322, 323, 324 
Copenhagen - 295 
Gi:iteborg - 341 
Hamburg - 400 
Haugesund - 319 
Kristiansand - 333 
New York - 957, 958 
Rotterdam - 379 
Torshavn - 287 

(Note- a few other Norwegian ports may also exist) . 
(ii) Transits 

Blyth - 4 
Fleetwood - 25 
Granton - 175 
Methil - 179 
Middlesbrough - 84 
Queenstown - 208 
It should be noted that postal markings of other ports of entry are 
known on Icelandic mail but these offices were either not provided 
with paquebot markings, or alternatively failed to use them, and 
are therefore omitted from the lists. 

B. Icelandic Ports 
Hafnarfujrdur - 311 
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Fig. 3. 1939 cover from Reykjavik to De nmark, showing also the boxed S kipsbrjef 
of Reykjavik (type 313) . 

Reykjavik - 312, 313, 314, 315 
Seydisfjordur - mark introduced mid-1977 
Note-a certain scepticism is in order regarding the Hafnarfjurdur 
marking, alledgedly used in 1933 but never seen by the writer or by 
anyone known to him, in the course of 25 years of collecting! Fur
ther information from Posthorn r eaders would be most welcome. 

As indicated above, all Icelandic paquebot mail is desirable property, and 
prices have been rising strongly and ahead of inflation for some time. For 
example, specimens of the Troon Ship Letter Mark (type 186) Qn Icelandic 
mail have on several occasions been knocked down in British auctions for be
tween £200 and £ 240 (US$ 380-456). And this is by no means such a rare 
mark as some of its contemporaries. 

So far as post-1945 material is concerned, it is extremely hard to find 
paquebot material (or any country) that is not philatelic in origin. Such 
covers should not be despised however: certainly in high-interest countries 
like Iceland they will r eward their owners in years to come. 

In conclusion I would like to express my thanks to An gus Parker for his 
he1'p in the compilation of the list s i'l1 this article. 

Footnote- The book "Paquebot Cancellations of the World" is available 
from the author at Greyfriars, Ice House W ood, Oxted, Surrey, England, at 
a price of US $18.00, which includes sea mail postage. It is A4 size, and 
illustrates over 1,750 t ypes of paquebot cancellation from the entire world, 
with a scarcity rating· for each . It h as 196 pages a nd <t glossy cover in fu ll 
color. 
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SCC's Role In Philatelic Judging 
By Victor E. Engstrom 

The subject of the judging of philatelic exhibitions has lately come under 
close scrutiny by concerned collectors, exhibition chairmen, and the judges 
themselves. The philatelic press has published articles by irate exhibitors 
who felt that they had been "gypped,'' as well as articles by competent and 
accredited judges such as Ernest A. Kehr, Samuel Ray, and Bernard A. Hen
nig, all suggesting improvements in the system. 

Most countries have a Federation of Stamp Clubs, one function of which 
is to accredit judges. The United States never has had a true federation, 
so for the past 10 years one national philatelic organization has led the way 
in improving the system of the judging of stamps in exhibiti<Yll. Based on a 
few criteria, including previous prescribed judging experience and certain 
levels of personal exhibiting experience, a person was given a certificate of 
accreditation. 

Accreditation was a giant step forward, but experience now dictates that 
the system must be further improved. The facls speak for themselves. Judg
ing is getting progressively more difficult with mo1·e specialization, and com
petent specialized judges are needed. What comprises competence has been 
aired many times. Experience is necessary, study is necessary, and objectivity 
is necessary. 

It is my opinion that unpaid philatelic judges, often travelling consider
able distances at their own expense for the love of the hobby, are not "on the 
make." They do the job of examining some 200-300 frames of material (some of 
which is hardly philatelic) in the best way they know. Usually a panel of 
3 to 5 judges will find very few exhibits with which they are completely un
familiar. In the national level of exhibitions, many of the exhibits have been 
viewed previously by experienced judges, and they are familiar with the 
scope and caliber of the exhibits. 

Judges cannot be expected to recognize minor additions to a man's ex
hibit from one show to another. Judges cannot be experts in every field, 
even though qualified "general." For instance, because a man is a recognized 
old-time expert in classic Europe, can he be expected to be an expert in the 
revenues of Peru? He must disqualify himself some place along the line. 
Judges are regularly called on to give an opinion on a field where their level 
of competence is not as great as in another field. There are degrees of fa
miliarity. Often a judge will be more critical of an exhibit in his own spec
ialty than he is for an exhibit where his level of knowledge is not as great. 

What is the situation with respect to Scandinavian judging? We are 
concerned with the coll ection, exhibition, and judging of the philately of the 
Scandinavian countries along with their past and present colonies. At first 
gfance, this does not seem to be a momentous task for a judge to understand 
and analyze, but even our field becomes complicated. Take Greenland for 
instance. We have pre-stamp material including the missionaries ; there is 
the vast area of the Pakke-Portos with varieties, cancellations, printings, 
address cards, multiples, perforations; the area of Danish stamps on Green
land mail; the regular issues in all of their varieties; Town cancellations, 
plate numbers, commercial and philatelic covers ; the locals (I heard one in
t ernational judge state emphatically that the Rockwell Kents should not be 
included in a Greenland exhibit); the Thule locals; Christmas seals and other 
labels; the revenues and fiscal usages; military and APO postal history. 

It is obvious by just reading over the above that several Greenland ex-
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hibits could vary 100% from one to another. 
It is also obvious that all of the other Scandinavian areas are more ex

tensive and complex than Greenland, except possibly the ,associated areas of 
Finland. 

Is there a single man in the United States who might qualify as an ex
pert in all phases of the entire Scandinavian area? With the exception of 
that one exceptional person, Svend Y ort, I know .of no others competent to 
judge completely all phases of Scandinavian phiately. I personally have col
lected the entire area rather deeply, but I openly admit that there are areas 
in which I am less familiar than others. 

What can we, The Scandinavian Collectors Club, do to improve the situ
ation with regard to improving the number and level of competence of Scan
dinavian-qualified judges? It is time we train personnel and offer the serv
ices of these trained judges for Scandinavian-oriented exhibitions here and 
abroad. 

This can be done if we have will ing teachers, willing trainees, and the 
tools to work with. The teachers and trainees will step forward if asked , 
but the tools are not presently available. With effort, salesmanship, and 
some minor expenditure of funds, we can supply the "text books." 

We have here and abroad some members with great specialized Scandin
avfan collections-winners of high awards na tionally and internationally
and we have a fine number of lesser award-winners. If we can get these 
individuals to, in their own specialized or general field, photocopy all the 
pages of their collection, describing each piece-even with additional foot
notes not used in their exhibit because it might offend a judge to tell him 
that the cover shown is the only known one to Turkey-we will be able to 
develop a library of what exists and what awards the exhibit has won. With 
the photocopies of several exhibi ts of a single area, a trainee judge would 
soon be familiar with what is included in a coll ection, and what can be done 
with it. Seeing what previous .Juries have awarded an exhibit, in comparison 
with other different but similar exhibits, will be good experience . 

I will not dwell on the details of photocopying here more than to say 
that I have done it for years. Some machines work better than others. I 
have had good results with Xerox,R while Col. James T . De:Voss claims that 
IBMR or others are better. (Jim has photocopied his award winning collec
tion of "Via Panama" and had it bound into a hard-cover book.) My reasons 
for photocopying my pages are two-fold: I have a complete record of my col
lection that I can easily refer t o on my desk, while my collection rests safely 
in a bank vault. Secondly , should there be a loss, I have a record for in
surance purposes. The photocopies are all of entire pages, and are easy to 
work with. I do not mind making notes on these pages, and from the copies, 
I can easily set up an exhibit. I also believe that this accurate record of my 
collection, it might be a deterrent to burglary. At lOc per page, it is an in
expensive way to protect a collection. Admittedly, it is not as much fun as 
playing with the real collection, but in this day and age, we sometimes have 
to accept second best. 

It would be well to call on senior col1ectors who have won major awards 
to photocopy their collections before they are dispersed. Perhaps SCC would 
pay :the cost. In the past 2 or 3 years several major Scandinavian collectors and 
exhibitors have chosen to sell their collections , and now their life-long studies 
are lost as entities. Other collectors scramble at auctions to pick up the 
pieces, and the cycle continues. It would be constructive to have several 
collections· of similar material on record in the SCC library. I can think of 
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three Swedish "Large Gold" exhibits currently held by members of SCC. We 
also have "Grand Prix International" winners in at least three categories. 
What a delight it would be to just examine photocopies of such collections at 
leisure--.at your own desk! 

I am sure the basic premise about trained SCC accredited judges is sound, 
and photocopies of several collections in each of the Scandinavian countries 
would be a substantial training aid. A ls·o, I a m sure that procedures as out
lined above can be improved, standardized, and developed so that sec can 
lead the way among the specialty societies in providing the best possible 
judging of Scandinavian material. 

.. s • c • c • 

DANAM SALE OF CLASSIC NORWAY 

l{uss Masccri, ownel' of Danam Stamp Co. and an SCC member/ advertiser, 
reports strong competition, startling high prices totaling over $350,000 com
pared to pre-sale estimates of $256,000, for the 588 lots of Classic Norway 
material in his October 6th, 1978 auction at th e Biltmore Hotel in New York 
City. 

Space does not permit use of the weal th of detail , including illustrations, 
Russ kindly sent the editor, but those desiring a permanent and complete 
record of this obviously fantastic sale may still obtain a copy of the beautifully
illustrated catalog, with prices realized, for one dollar. Address: Danam Stamp 
Co., 800 King 's Highway ~forth, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034, and mention you saw 
the information in the Posthorn! 
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The President's Message 
Dear Friends : 

Almost two years ago I faced a sheet of paper , blank except for the t itle 
Pres ident's Message written across the top, and wondered how I would ever 
be able to wr ite eight of the things ... this is the eighth! 

These two years have been years of change for S.C.C. Only the f uture 
will prove how many of these changes were wise, prudent or t rivial. A re
view of them at this time is unimportant . The people making these changes, 
and their support of them, is important- because they are your new slate of 
officers. All the Nominating Committee's choices are action people: Posthorn 
authors, appointed officer s and/or elected officer s of S.C.C., and people who 
will not only volunteer to do a job but bring it to completion. I wish them 
all well and h-0pe you will give them all the support they need. 

Yes, this is the eighth issue for our t ruly unsung hero, J oe Frye. Eight 
issues and supplements, on time and seemingly filled with something for 
ever yone is more than an accomplishment-it's a labor of love. Considering 
his g if t of time to S.C.C., anything we as individuals or as an organization 
can do to help him would only serve to show our appreciation. Thank you, 
Joel 

I wish you all the best of goo<l things during the c-0ming holiday season 
and the New Year. - Donald M. Halpern 

*S * C * C * 

A Dollar's Worth Of Entertainment 
By George W. Sickels, SCC 1545 

The story began in the middle of an SCC Mart book. At the top of page 
six was the not e "indistinct Crown and Posthorn cancels for the Icelandic) 
cancellation specialists." "That 's me," I thought, and promptly plucked three 
of these precious intrig ues and tucked them away for a couple of recreational 
evenings. Here is the r esult of such an evening. 

The stamp was the ordinary, plent iful, cheap 10 aurar numeral. It had 
been struck by t wo overlapping, rather faint circles, each having some letters 
showing. The car mine color of this stamp enhanced the investigation as this 
color under filter brings out cancellations quite well. The first tinge of ex
citement came from the discovery that letters of the two cancels were visibly 
of different sizes. 

The student of Icelandic cancels with town names ; i.e. District , Crown and 
Posthorns, and CDS (circular date stamp) is lucky to have a small country 
with relatively few names t o work with. Only 26 for the Districts, 132 for 
the Crown and Posthor ns, and 400 plus for the more recent ones! Working 
with the middle group as I did for this stamp, I could look at F acit 's list com
plet e on one page. 

The first cancel I considered had large, well-spaced letters and an unmis
takable "Y R I" ending. We began elimination by needing t o examine only 
the Type I Crown list . Ending in "Y R I" were only six : BORDEYRI, BUD
AREYRI, DESJAMYRI, HE STEYRI, RAF NSEYRI, and SVEINSEYRI. 

Next I examined the partial letters of the beginning of the name. The 
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parts missing were, of course, off the edges of the stamp (one reason I was 
able to purchase it for a dollar in the first place.) Impressionistic under fil
ter they looked like this _, L I immediately discarded Hesteyri because of 
the HE, Sveinseyri because of t he V, Desjamyri because of the E, and Rafn
seyri because of the R. I was then down to two choices. BORDEYRI or BUD
AREYRI. 

Using the principle that the tip of the Crown is the midpoint and allow
ing for proper spacing, the town had either three or four unreadable letters. 
From my limited experience with the letter printings, the partial second letter 
was more rounded like t he " O" rather than the more blunted oval shape of 
the bottom of the "U". Thus although bot h towns were still in the running, 
my likely town name fitting the circumstances was BORDEYRI. 

The second partial cancel was a different problem. Here the letters to 
work with were from the middle of the town name. Also the faintness of the 
cancel gave us little help from the Crown. However, the letters were of 
smaller size t han the first cancel, indicating a town name of more letters. 
Identifiable letters under filter were definite "G" and definite "T" with two 
fainter, more questionable, letters spaced between which I read as prob
a ble "A S" . Again only the Type I list applied and only two possibles 
showed up: HA(RAST)ADIR and SKA (GAST)ROND. We had to eliminate 
the first because of the sure "G". No other town name listed had a " G" and 
"T" separated by only two letters of any kind. Thus we found SKAGA
STROND. 

BORDEYRI and SKAGASTROND are about 60 kilometers apart on the 
map, both in the NORTH WESTERN half of Iceland; certainly it was logical 
to have mail from one to the other. BUDAREYRI is on the E ast coast, per
haps 350-400 kilometers away from SKAGASTROND. It seemed much less 
likely to have been sent during the Crown and Posthorn period. Yet not im
possible. 

I have now completed the journey as far as I can go. What do I have ? 
Perhaps a unique stamp bearing t hese two particular cancellations . . . but 
who would accept this suspect rarity '! ? It isn't one which could be shown in 
an exhibit. All that remains is one used Icelandic stamp wor th about sixty 
cents. Yet an evening at the movies today would cost me three dollars ; I 
had an exciting evening of entertainment for only one dollar!!! (With a pos
s ible 60% rebate coming!) 

IF YOU'RE .MOVING 

Please send your new address as soon as possible to the secretary, Fred 
H. Bloedow, 810 Dobs.on Street, # 1-A, Evanston, Illinois 60202, or to the 
Publication Office, 821 Vermont Street , Lawrence, Kansas 66044 (if the latt er, 
be sure to mark it "Address change for Posthorn.") 

If the Postal Service sends in a correction on your address, the charge 
is 2'5c. These extra dollar s can be better spent than for address changes. 

Be sure too, that you give your old address and that your new one is 
COMPLETE. No longer will postal clerks and carriers go out of their way 
to attempt delivery if the address is off to any degree- in fact it is nothing 
unusual to have a magazine returned marked "no such addr ess" after it has 
been going· and received as addressed for many year s! 
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"I GI LOI" Forgeries 

Fig. 1. Fake overpr in t on S cott # 54 ( Facit 53) . 

In the POSTHORN, vol umes 31 No. 2 page 52, and 32 No. 1 page 7, you 
showed the reader s some unrecorded forgeries of Iceland "I GILD!" over
prints. Here are some additional samples of Scott #s 54, 47, 48, 46c, and 
023c (Facit #"' 53, 61, 62, 60 VIII and Tj 24-IX) . 

The first three show the error '02-'02, the later ones with the error '03-'03 . 
It is well known that the error '02-'02 did not originally occur on the 

genuine, but from time to time imitations with this "error" appear on the 
market, and most such are poorly done. 

The above noted examples of Scott #s 54, 47 and 48 all show the same 

Fig. 2. Fake overprint of ce nter stamp from r ig. 1, enlarged. 
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Fi g. 3. Fake overpri nts: (Top) Scott # 0- 23- c (Facit Tj-24-IX) and (Bottom) 
Scott #46 -c ( Facit 60-Vlll ); strip of 3 stamps each basic type. 

F ig. 4. Fake overprint of center stamp from bottom strip, Fig. 3; Scott #46-c 
(Facit 60- Vlll), enlarged. 
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Fig. 5. Fake overprints: (Top ) Scott # 48 ( Facit 62) and ( Bottom) Scott 
#47 (Facit 61 ); strip of 3 stamps each basic typ e. 

plate positions of the s tamps, namely position 24, in strips of three with po
sitions 23, 24 and 25. The photos show these strips and an enlargement of 
the 10 aurar. ::-\ote that the letter s and digits differ from the genuine in that 
the hyphen is too long and too close to t he left 2. The 2s themselves, espec
ially those at r ight, are di stinctly deformed on the fakes as compared to t he 
g enuine. 

The '03-'03 error does occur on genuine stamps, on plate positions 16 and 
66, settings III and IV. Here again the photos show s trips of three, of which 
th e middle stamps show the '03-'03 error , and the same error on the 6 aur 
denomination. 

Again, on the fak es, the di g its and letters distinct ly differ from the gen
uin e, especially the digits. 

Please note that ALL ILLUSTRATIONS accomJJanying this article are 
of FAKE OVERPRINTS. By c1c mpari son with the enlar gements, th e read er 
should be abl e to detect s imilar faked overpr ints on mater ial being inspect ed. 

Arno Deho (SCC #16fi7) 

IUCHTER OMITTED FR0!\1 NOMIN ATIONS 

Due to an error on th e par t of th e editor, t h e nam e of Jared H. Richler 
was omitted from the li st of nominees for Director-at-Large on page 80 of 
the August, 1978 Posthorn. 

The editor was entirely at fault, and apologies t o all concerned for his 
failure to note th e omission-and in particular t o his good fri end, Jed Richter . 

Ballots to be distributed for the election will, of co ur se, be correctly . pre-
pared and will include Mr. Richter's name . - ,Toe F . Frye 
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NEW MEMBERS 
2165 STORHAUG, Arthur N., P. 0. Box 512, Faribault, MN 55021 

Scandinavia by M. L. Johnson, #2119 
2166 CHILLINGWORTH, Mrs. Betty S., 44 Blossom St., Keene, NH 03431 

Scandinavia by F. H. Bloedow L-24 
2167 GORDON, Marjorie B., 1112 W. Mountain Ave., Fort Collins, CO 80521 

Scandinavia, U. S., Canada by F. H. Bloedow L-24 
2168 LISLE, John B., Box 602, Lexington , MA 02173 

Scandinavia by W. P. Rindone #2101 
2169 VIKAN, David, 121 W. Interstate, #11, Bismarck, ND 58501 

Norway, Scandinavia, General by F. H. Bloedow L-24 
2:170 FEINER, Melvin, Box 5637, Huntington Beach, CA 92646 

Dealer, World Postal Stationery, Stamps by J. H. Richter L-13 
2171 KOCHER, Robert D., 5159 Lubbock, Fort Worth, TX 76115 

Greenland, Iceland by A. Little #2109 
2172 ROTH, Samuel B., 5371 Fair Oaks St., Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

Scandinavia, US, Israel by F . H. Bloedow L-24 

ADDRESS CHANGES AND CORRECTIONS 

1650 ERICKSON, Raymond R., 5427 Delia Way, Livermore, CA 94550 
1916 CAUBLE, Murray D., 308 W. Monroe St., Salisbury, NC 28144 
2122 CAVALLI, Vittorio F., 21206 123 Ave., Maple Ridge, BC, V2X 4B4 Can. 
1329 BENFIELD, William E., 7215 26th , N. E., Seattle, WA 98115 
2-028 LENTZ, Paul J ., Jr., 296 Riverside Dr., Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702 
1350 JONES, R . Geraint, 37 W oodhill Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd LL29 7ES, 

United Kingdom 
2151 LEEK, Dr. Corinne B., 161 Bay St., Unit 29, Trenton, Ont., K8V lJl, 

Canada 
2127 ADACHI, Junichi, 15-14, 1-chome, Shoji, Ikuno-ku, Osaka, 544, Japan 
2137 ERICKSON, Carl G., 30 Carleton Rd., West Hartford, CT 06107 
2140 GATLING, Paul, 8 Ravenwood PL, Toronto, Ont., M4B 2M4, Canada 
2144 HENDRICKSON, Aletha S., 2315 Gillis Road, P. 0 . Box 7, Woodbine, 

MD 21797 
2:146 HOOKER, Owen L., 3/ 23 Aramoana Ave., Devonport, Auckland, New 

Zealand 
2155 NILGES, Richard G., 2751 W. Winona Ave., Chicago, IL 60625 
2159 SKINNER, James B., 751 Front Road N., Amherstburg, Ont., N9V 2V6 

Canada 
831 SAARINEN, Bjorn-Erik, PaJ.ornaentie 18, 33230 Tampere 23, Finland 

1835 DAVIS, Larry R., 5088 Snell Ave., San Jose, CA 95136 
1372 CHRISTENSEN, Maj. John J., PSC Box 1052, APO New York 08289 
1'661 KOKKO, John M., Jr. 223 W. Whittier Dr., Apt. 4, Lancaster, OH 43130 
2072 ERICKSON, 0. Alfred, 2565 Dexter Ave. No. #103, Seattle, WA 98109 
1779 TOSHACH, Janet E., 277 J South Main St., Bradford, MA 01 830 
1832: MOORE, Willi s lVI. , 581-A Oakdale Rd., Newark, DE 19713 

RESTORED TO ROSTER 

1149 SEGAL, Seymour M., 4490 Collwood Blvd., Apt. 12, San Diego, CA 92115 
827 GROSS, Robert C., 1053 Cypress Lane, Cocoa, FL 32922 

RESIGNED 
1570 Richard A. Peterson, 218 Clark St., Wooster, OH 44691 
1994 Paul E. Bodine, 8414 236, S. W., Edmonds, WA 98020 
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DECEASED 
320 Col. Samuel G. Frierson, 3041 N. 44th St., C-48, Phoenix, AZ 85018 

1027 P. 0. Chillingworth, 44 Blossom St., Keene, NH 03431 
2055 Norman P. Hahn, 135-C Liberty Road, Bergenfield, NJ 07621 

MEMBERS NOT IN GOOD STANDING 
To be Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues 

220 A. Pade, 1324 S. Race St., Denver, CO 80210 
682 Robert B. Kemp, 6060 50th Ave., N.E., Seattle, WA 98115 
791 Robert W. Hays, 18 East Grove, Lombard, IL 6°'148 
916 Dr. Charles 0. Evanson, 211 Arlington Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126 
962 Lester M. Nelson, 6165 Blain Pl., La Mesa, CA 92041 

1047 Carl 0. McRitton, 4 Nesaquake Ave., Port Washington, NY 11050 
1111 Karl Schunk, 28 Regency Sq., Scarborough, Ont., Canada 
112'8 James K. Martins, 9216 Cedar Forest Rd., Eden Prairie, MN 55343 
1243 Olav Rodland, Leverhogen, S-672 00 Arjang, Sweden 
1294 Perry E. Arnquist, 429 Hollister Ave., Rockford, IL 61108 
1491 John Remensnyder, 321 Hammond St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
1540 Gordon B. Garrett, P. 0 . Box 3875, Torrance, CA 90503 
1543 Herold W. Larsen, 9525 Shoshone Ave., Northridge, CA 91324 
1544 Jack Ota, 2379 W. 12th St., Apt. 8, Los Angeles, CA 90006 
1626 Kim T. Frandsen, 12432 St. Albert Trail, Edmonton, Al., T5L 4Hl Can. 
1655 David Clow, 142 Hillside Rd., Bramcote, Nott., NG9 3BG, England 
1665 Bennett Tribken, P . 0. Box 184, Cromwell, CT 06416 
1675 Robert E. Jorgensen, 5 Foothill Rd., Monticello, IL 61856 
1727 Gilbert H. Seaver, 5665 Perrytown Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48033 
1742: Dr. Marvin Lee Entner, 3700 NW 16lh Pl., Gainesville, FL 32605 
1747 Elaine K. Wineburgh, The Oaks, Davenport Ave., )!ew Rochelle, NY 

10805 
1770 Henry F. Battestin, Jr., 16 Concord Rd., Ardsley, NY 10502 
1795 Bernard P. Beston, 10 Sunnybrook St., Brighton, Qld., Australia 
1815 Russell B. Gunderson, P. 0. Box 219, Hawley, MN 56549 
1822 Robert V. Carlson, C. P. O. Box 276, 16 Charlotte St., Kingston, NY 

12401 
1826 Patrick Lyon Conelly, c/ o Pearlridge Stamp and Coin Co., 140 Pearl-

ridge Center, Aiea, Hawaii 967'°1 
1828 Lawrence V. Fleming, 1454 Woodward Ave., Lakewood, OH 44107 
1860 Martha A. Ericsson, 504 112 39th St., West Palm Beach, FL 33407 
1869 K. Van Every, P. 0. Box 3096, San Diego, CA 92103 
1872 Simon R. Benedictus, Justin House, 19 Sheffield Terr., London W87NQ, 

England 
1894 James F. Hansen, P. O. Box 183, Ashgrove, Brisbane 4060, Qld., Austra. 
1896 Erik Juul , 1674 44th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122 
1897 Craig P eterson , 220 Goodford Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19154 
1938 Howard A. Davis, 2190 Ramsey Rd., Monroeville, PA 15146 
1941 Michael Dahl, 920 Lynne Ave., Carson City, NV 89701 
1949 Pat R. Ceraolo, 410 Tanglewood Dr., Pensacola, FL 32503 
1977 Robert T. Allen, 25 Northcote Rd., Westbury, NY 11590 
1987 Mary A. Jefferson, P. 0. Box 2954, Juneau, AK 99803 
:woo Paul F. Noll, 2026 Klingle Rd., NW, Washington, DC 20010 
2003 Amy Bornstein Schultze, 189 E. Sycamore, Columbus, OH 43206 
2005 William Bieber, 1309 E. Court St., Kankakee, IL 60901 
2012 B. E. Andrews, 1249 Winsor Ave., North Bend, OR 97459 
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2019 Eugene L. Baldwin, 1012 Candlewood Circle, Pensacola, FL 32504 
2020 Daniel Benyowitz, 8823 Pickford St., Los Angeles, CA 90035 
2·035 Warren G. Resell, 35-6 N. University Pl., Stillwater, OK 74074 
2047 Franz Beichler, Beach Tower Condo, Apt. 404, Isla Verde, PR 00913 
2048 Niels Christiansen, 34 Sunnybrook Road, Bronxville, NY 10708 
2050 Kelvin Kindahl, 364 Daniel Shays Hwy., P elham, MA 01002 
2054 Frederick N. Cloke, Wayland Cottage, Wenhaston, Haleswor t h, Suffolk, 

England 
2057 Jerry D. Moore, 615 Woodbine Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903 

MEMBER-TO-MEMBER 
My interest is the engraver tdesigner Cz. Slania. 

(rate) covers, anything interesting or extra! 
or Swedish) also needed. Carolyn Briggs, 
Madison, WI 53705, USA. 

I need articles, commercial 
Penpals (preferably Danish 
(#2129), P . 0. Box 5485, 

THIS SPOT is reserved for your member-to-member advertisement. The first 
20 words cost you 2.00 (that's the minimum) and it's lOc per word after 
that. Send your ad and your check to Business Manager Floyd A. Walk
er, Box 82, Grandview, MO 64030. Include your membership number in 
your ad, but don't count it as part of the total number of words. 

Associate Editors: 
Chapter News-Paul A. Nelson, P. 0. Box 57397, Los Angeles, CA 90057 
Individual Count r ies' art icles 
Faroe Islands : M. D. HunPwell , G831 A rclale Dr., St. Louis, MO 63123 
Finland: :\1. E. Ifriclonov, 4 Dwight Lane, Great Neck, L J., >IY J 1024 
Iceland: Barbara R. LeBlanr 997 Alamed ' . Redwood Ci ty. CA 94061 
Norway: Jare<l H. Richter, ] 3fi:1 Plum St ., San Diego, CA 92106. 
Sweden: Gn21J H . Grosso, ::\eah Bay Lab., P. 0. Box 19,1, Neah Bay, WA 

98357 
Denmark and Greenland: Svend Yo rt , 7707 :\1< adow Lane . Cl1e\-y Chase, MD 

20015 
D.W.I.: V. E. Engstrom, 195-C Newport Roacl , Cran bu r y, :\.T 08512 

Business Manager: 
Floyd A. Walker, Box 82, Grandview, MO 6-1000 - Advc r t i~ i ·1 ! : 

OFFICERS 
President -- Do1~ald F. Halpern, P. O. Box 846, ~ew Providence, NJ 07974 
Vice President. - Alan Warren. P. O. Box 17124, Philadelphia, PA 19105 
Secretary - Fred H. Bloedow, 810 Dobson St., #1-A, E .. :rnston, IL 60202 
Treasurer - Ronald B. Cr llin . P. 0. Box 63. River Gro,·e, lL 60171 
Directors-at-Large -- Georg-e B. Koplowi tz, P. O. Box 183, Brnoklyn, ~y 11218 

Jared H . Richter, 1353 Plum St., San Diego, CA 92106 
Wayne C. Sommer, 710 Roeder Rd., #1206, Silver Spring, MD 20910 

Mart Manager - Wade Beery, Box 3781, Orlan<lo, . FL 32802 
Librarian - S. H. Hanson, 4317 North Monitor Ave., Chicago, IL .606ll4 . 
Publicity Chairman - M. D. Hunewell, 6831 Ardale Dr., St. Louis, MO 63123 
By-Laws Committee Chairman - B. H . Coh en, Box 1674, Chicago, IL 60-690. 



The easy way 
to collect Swedish stamps 

The Swedish Post Office, Stamps and Philatelic Service PFA, 
pampers American philatelists with a varied service and information . 
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An annual ca ta logue o f a ll stamps, se ts 
and rostal s tationery available at the ti me 
ofrub lishing at the PFA. Your orde r is 
execu ted at no addit iona l postage or 
delivery cost. 

:\ )1...•a r ...,e t in a neat package, containing 
all the \lamrs and \'ariants issued during 
a vear, is an attractive Pift and a g0orl start 
for,."'" rnlkction 

A subscription is the eas•est way to get a ll new •ssues 
or FDC without missing any single item. Order 
your free copy of the full co lour trilingual subscrip 
tion booklet. 

"Information Sweden" is a trillngual circular 
sheet, which informs about each new stamp issue 
15 20 '>hcct issues are published annually. Sub
scrirtion" free. Binder for holding "ln format•o11 
Sweden" is $2 postpaid. 

To the Ph1l.tt el ic Marketing Representative ufth L" Swt·di~h Post<.1 1 AJmimstration in the..: llni!td Stalt:!:> anJ Can1.1J~1 
t>H!Ll.JP I'. ROBBINS 147 \X' 12n<l St. New York, NY I 00 36 

Plt:a!:>c :-.c..:nd me your 
LI !'FA Catalogue 
LJ Sweden, ~uh~cript ion bnoklel 
L.i iufUrm:.111011 Swi:dcn 

Name 

Street 

~talc: 



THINKING OF SELLING? 

Collections come on the market for many reasons. Often a 
collector sells an area of lesser interest to finance new areas 
of collecting interests. Others are leaving the hobby entirely, 
and often collections come from executors of estates. 

/ [} t 
To those selling through our auctions, our terms to vendors 
are a commission of 'i~o/o of the gross realization. Consign
ments must total at IeftS't $500. There are no lotting, photo
graphing, or insurance charges. 

The vendors who consign material for sale in our auctions are 
always guaranteed of thoroughly researched lotting, extensive 
advertising both here and abroad, and an outstanding catalog 
presented to a very strong, international clientele. 

We also buy for cash and this year have purchased numerous 
individual rarities and large collections in the mid to high five 
figure dollar range. 

How may we serve you? 

D,ANAM STAMP COMPANY 
Licensed & Bonded Auctioneers 

IN THE U.S.A. 
800 Kings Highway North 

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

( 609) 779-0779 

TN SWEDEN 
Tony Bjellefort1 

Box 508 
S-10 1 26 Stockholn1 

'l'el.: 08 / 21 33 30 Kontor 
08/ 11 57 65 Private 


